State of Nevada Nevada Indian Commission

Version Date: 10/16/2013

2010043 Files on Nevada Tribes
Reviewed: 11/10/2010
Description: These records document the interactions between the Commission and the Nevada Tribes. The files may contain, but are not limited to: Project reports; Election documentation; Proposed legislation; Legal and regulatory recommendations; Related correspondence.
Retention: Retain these records for six (6) calendar years from the end of the calendar year to which they pertain and then transfer to the State Archives.
Disposition: Permanent: Transfer to State Archives

2010042 Projects/Requests for Assistance Files
Reviewed: 11/10/2010
Description: These records document requests for assistance from individuals or outside entities. The files may contain, but are not limited to: Reports Issued; Projects/Requests for Assistance; Research Performed; Supporting documentation; Related correspondence.
Retention: Retain these records for three (3) calendar years from the end of the calendar year in which the project/assistance was completed and then transfer to the State Archives.
Disposition: Permanent: Transfer to State Archives